INTRODUCTION
Iron enrichment during the early stages of differentiation of dry subalkaline basalts at low pressure is well established, but the extent of this enrichment is still debated (Hunter & Sparks, 1987 Morse, 1990; Brooks & Nielsen, 1990; McBirney & Naslund, 1990) . Tholeiitic lavas typically show enrichments up to ~ 15 wt% FeO* (where FeO* indicates total Fe as FeO), and more rarely as high as ~19 wt % FeO* (e.g. Brooks et al., 1991) . In all cases, iron enrichment of the melt phase is followed at lower temperature by iron depletion and silica enrichment which may be related to the precipitation of Fe-Ti oxides. However, evidence from plutonic rocks (e.g. the Skaergaard intrusion: Wager, 1960; Wager & Brown, 1967 ; and the Kiglapait intrusion: Morse, 1981) has been used to postulate residual melt compositions reaching 30 wt% FeO*, without appreciable increase of melt silica content (McBirney & Naslund, 1990) . Furthermore, iron enrichment is proposed to have continued in these plutonic environments, even after the appearance of' cumulus magnetite. Hunter & Sparks (1987 suggested that iron enrichment to levels >20 wt% FeO* did not occur and is an artefact of the assumptions and uncertainties inherent in the calculation of melt compositions from plutonic rocks. They proposed that magnetite crystallization marked the end of absolute iron enrichment in the Skaergaard magma, and that crystallization led to the formation of silicic differentiates as seen in many other tholeiitic volcanic provinces; this proposal has been contested by many Skaergaard workers (Morse, 1990; Brooks & Nielsen, 1990; McBirney & Naslund, 1990) .
The lack of correspondence between the observed magmatic liquid compositions from volcanic environments and those inferred for plutonic environments may be due to differences in the factors and processes controlling differentiation (Morse, 1990) . Indeed, experimental studies of iron-bearing haplobasaltic compositions by Osborn (1959) and Presnall (1966) demonstrated significant differences between systems evolving closed to oxygen (at constant total composition) and those evolving open to oxygen. For crystallization closed to oxygen, the residual melts showed continued iron enrichment after the appearance of magnetite, whereas experiments open to oxygen did not produce such iron-rich liquids. However, the studied systems did not contain sodium or titanium, both of which are important constituents of natural basaltic melts and crystalline phases, with Ti being particularly important because of its role in forming Fe-Ti oxides. Phase equilibrium experiments provide valuable constraints on the petrogcnesis of natural basaltic systems, but processes such as crystallization under conditions closed to oxygen, or perfect fractional crystallization are difficult or impossible to simulate in the laboratory, and thus understanding such processes requires quantitative models of magma crystallization behaviour. Previous models have been based on experimentally determined partition coefficients (e.g. Langmuir & Hanson, 1981; Nielsen, 1988 Nielsen, , 1990 Weaver & Langmuir, 1990) , or Gibbs free energy minimization (e.g. MELTS; Ghiorso et al., 1983; Ghiorso & Carmichael, 1985; Ghiorso & Sack, 1995) . The most recent version of MELTS (Ghiorso & Sack, 1995) is constrained by data from >1500 experiments, and permits the calculation of crystallization paths for a wide variety of crystallization processes, including fractional crystallization, and systems closed to oxygen. However, few of the experimental constraints used in the construction of the model are from ferro-basaltic systems, and it is therefore important to assess whether MELTS satisfactorily predicts ferro-basaltic mineral-melt equilibria and liquid lines of descent where experimental data exist (e.g. Toplis & Carroll, 1995) . Toplis & Carroll (1995) described the experimental equilibrium crystallization of a synthetic, nine-component ferro-basalt (sample SCI, composition shown in Table Al, in the Appendix) to ~70 wt % crystallized, in conditions open to oxygen, over a range of_/o, from one log unit above to two log units below the fayalite-magnetite-quartz (FMQ,) buffer. The composition SCI was based on that of dyke C from the base of the Skaergaard intrusion reported by Brooks & Nielsen (1978) , who proposed it as a possible parental composition to the exposed portion of the Skaergaard. The experimentally determined phase relations are consistent with the cumulate mineralogy of the lower and middle zones of the intrusion (Ol + Plag, LZa; Ol + Plag + Cpx, LZb; Ol + Plag + Cpx + Fe-Ti oxides, LZc; and Plag + Cpx + Fe-Ti oxides-Ol, MZ), making SCI particularly relevant to discussion of the evolution of the Skaergaard intrusion, around which much recent controversy concerning the low-pressure differentiation of basalts has centred (Hunter & Sparks, 1987 Morse, 1990; Brooks & Nielsen, 1990; McBirney & Naslund, 1990) . The results are not, however, limited to the case of the Skaergaard intrusion, as SCI is typical of many ferro-basalts. The experimentally determined values of crystallizing proportions of liquidus phases, and mineralmelt partitioning of major elements have been extensively compared with available literature data to put them in a broader context in the study by Toplis & Carroll (1995) , to which the reader is referred for further information. These experimental results extend our knowledge of mineral-melt equilibria in iron-rich systems, and have been used to construct a crystallization model for ferro-basalt SCI based on known phase relations, mineral-melt partitioning of major elements and mass balance constraints, which is used to explore the consequences of equilibrium and fractional crystallization under conditions open and closed to oxygen. for the MELTS model, and care must be taken when applying it outside of its calibration range.
MELTS has been used to calculate the equilibrium crystallization path of composition SCI (Toplis & Carroll, 1995) over the experimentally studied range of oxygen fugacities, to compare the predictions with the experimental results (see Figs 1 and 2). MELTS predicts the liquidus temperature of SCI to within 25°C, with plagioclase and olivine correctly predicted as the liquidus phases. However, significant discrepancies are apparent. A low-Ca pyroxene is predicted to be stable, but was not observed in any of the experiments (which included reversals within the predicted pigeonite stability field). However, low-Ca pyroxene was observed in experiments carried out on a phosphorus-bearing daughter liquid of SCI (Toplis et ai., 1994) , suggesting that the phosphorus-free liquids modelled here are indeed close to being saturated in low-Ca pyroxene. The greatest discrepancy between the modelled and experimental results is the predicted Toplis & Carroll (1995) , and Snyder et al. (1993) show ilmenite to be stabilized by decreasing/ Oj , and magnetite by increasing/ Ot .
Large discrepancies are abo apparent between observed and predicted liquid lines of descent along the FMQ, buffer (Fig. 2) . MELTS predicts much greater variation in liquid composition than is experimentally observed, particularly for the components FeO* and SiO 2 . Melt compositions are predicted to reach 28 wt % FcO* and 38 wt % SiO 2 just before magnetite saturation, compared with 17 wt % FeO* and 50 wt % SiO2 observed experimentally. In addition, MELTS predicts a very large discontinuous increase in the percent crystallized per °C at magnetite saturation (resulting in the drastic changes in melt composition observed in Fig. 2) , which is not supported by the experimental results.
Although the MELTS program may be used successfully to estimate liquidus temperatures and silicate phase equilibria, it is clear that the saturation of Fe-Ti oxides is not well constrained, and that erroneous liquid lines of descent are predicted. Therefore, it would appear that for ferro-basaltic crystallization processes, where the saturation of FeTi oxides plays an important role, an alternative approach to the MELTS model may, for the time being, give more instructive insights. We do not propose that the model we present in this paper is universally applicable to the crystallization of basaltic magmas, but we do believe that the general behaviour observed for composition SCI may be used to explore the consequences of crystallization under conditions not easily duplicated in the laboratory, or modelled by currently available calculation methods, especially those conditions where crystallization of Fe-Ti oxide minerals exert considerable influence on basaltic differentiation paths and crystalline products.
MODELLING OF FERRO-BASALTIC DIFFERENTIATION
An alternative to the Gibbs free energy minimization approach of the MELTS model is to use experimentally constrained distribution coefficients, such as the models of Nielsen (1988 Nielsen ( , 1990 ) and Langmuir (Langmuir & Hanson, 1981; Weaver & Langmuir, 1990) . A potential problem in using such existing models for ferro-basaltic systems is that mineralliquid exchange coefficients may be different in ironrich systems, and the saturation of the iron-titanium oxides as a function of/ 0 , is poorly constrained. ((ymboli; Toplij & Carroll, 1995) , and predictions of MELTS (dashed lines; Ghiorso 4 Sack, 1995) for equilibrium crystallixation of SCI along the FMQ. buffer.
Exchange coefficients between olivine, plagioclasc, pyroxene and iron-rich liquids, cotectic proportions of stable phase assemblages and simple criteria for predicting Fe-Ti oxide saturation for the composition SCI have been provided by Toplis & Carroll (1995) . Our objective is to parameterize the equilibrium, open to oxygen crystallization behaviour of composition SCI, and then to use the parameterization to explore the consequences of crystallization conditions which are not amenable to experimental study (e.g. systems closed to oxygen, perfect fractional crystallization). First we discuss the factors affecting magmatic differentiation, and the differences between the end-member modes of crystal lization.
Equilibrium vs fractional crystallization
We consider the case of a simplified magmatic system which, at a given temperature, may consist of: (1) a silicate liquid; (2) 'coexisting' crystalline solids which may react with the liquid; (3) 'isolated' solids which may not react with the liquid; in this analysis we do not consider a vapour or fluid, or sulphide liquid. During perfect equilibrium crystallization the solids (crystals) are never isolated from reaction with the liquid, whereas for perfect fractional crystallization all the solids are isolated from further reaction with liquid as soon as they are formed (e.g. by crystal settling, zoning, overgrowths). For this simple system the 'bulk composition' (sum of melt and solid phases) remains constant with falling temperature, and the coexisting solids (crystalline phases Pi_», e.g. olivine, plagioclase) are in chemical equilibrium with the coexisting liquid. Over a given temperature interval (7"° to T*), the liquid proportion falls from /° to /* wt%, corresponding to a crystaUization interval of (/° -/*)% crystallized. The absolute modal abundance of an individual crystalline phase may either increase (implying crystallization), or decrease (implying resorption), but the total abundance of the solid phases must also change by (/"-/•) wt%. If no solids are removed during crystallization then the total mass of component t in the system is the same at temperature T^ and T*, and the mass of i transferred from the liquid to the coexisting bulk solid may be calculated from mass balance constraints:
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Mass of t at temperature T* Thus, the composition of the residual liquid {W\*) may be calculated if the crystallization interval, the composition of the initial liquid (Wzf), and both sets of coexisting bulk compositions (WCBS O > M^CBS*) arc known.
The transfer of chemical components from the liquid to the bulk solid may be considered to take place by two distinct mechanisms: (a) through the formation of (/ -/*) wt% of 'new' crystalline material which has crystallized during the specified temperature interval, and (b) owing to re-equilibration of pre-existing crystalline solid solutions to achieve the required new equilibrium composition at lower temperature (e.g. changes in Xp o of olivine, XAB °f plagioclase). If many crystals are present then phase re-equilibration may significantly influence the compositional evolution of the liquid. In the case of perfect fractional crystallization the compositional evolution of the liquid over any given crystallization interval is controlled only by the composition of the new solids formed, whereas in the case of equilibrium crystallization, both formation of new crystalline material and re-equilibration of existing solids must occur, and liquid lines of descent may therefore be expected to diverge with falling temperature, even if the identity and proportions of the phases remain identical.
Systems open and closed to oxygen
The work of Osborn (1959), and Presnall (1966) demonstrates how magma oxidation state can vary with falling temperature. In a system closed to oxygen, the ferric and ferrous iron contents of the bulk system (melt + total solids) are fixed. The ferric-ferrous ratio of the melt increases during crystaUization dominated by pyroxenes, olivine and plagioclase because ferric iron is incompatible in these phases whereas ferrous iron is strongly compatible in pyroxene and olivine. Crystallization of ferric-iron-bearing Fe-Ti oxides will moderate, and may reverse this trend. The changing ferric-ferrous ratio of the melt phase implies a change in the oxidation state of the magma relative to a given solidgas buffer (e.g. AFMOj Kilinc et al., 1983 ; AFMQ, represents the oxidation state relative to the fayalitemagnetite-quartz buffer), and thus crystallization closed to oxygen results in a uniquely defined T-fo t path which does not parallel the FMO_ buffer. In a system open to oxygen the total amounts of ferric and ferrous iron in the bulk system may vary with falling temperature (although total iron stays constant). The variation of/o, with falling temperature is not uniquely defined, and may increase or decrease depending on the quantity of oxygen exchanged. We will only consider the case of systems open to oxygen which follow T-fo t paths parallel to the FMQ, buffer, as this behaviour has been inferred by numerous studies of coexisting oxides in natural volcanic rocks (e.g. Carmichael, 1967) . Under these conditions the ferric-ferrous ratio of the melt phase (but not the bulk system) remains approximately constant (Sato, 1978; Carmichael & Ghiorso, 1986) .
Details of the calculation procedure
The model considers sequential crystallization increments of 1 wt%. The stable phase assemblage and relative crystallizing proportions of phases are estimated for each crystallization interval. The appearance of plagioclase, olivine and clinopyroxene, and their cotectic proportions before FeTi oxide saturation are those determined experimentally for SCI (Toplis & Carroll, 1995; see Tables A2 and A3, below) . Magnetite saturation was estimated using the ferric-iron content of the melt, and ilmenite saturation estimated using the TiOj content of the melt [criteria shown in Table A5 , below, and described by Toplis & Carroll (1995) ]. The proportion of magnetite is varied so that the ferric-iron content of the coexisting liquid lies on the 'magnetite saturation' curve described by Toplis & Carroll (1995) . Compositions of the stable minerals are then iteratively adjusted to satisfy (a) mass balance VOLUME 37 NUMBER 4 AUGUST 1996 requirements of the system [equation (2)], and (b) crystal-liquid exchange coefficients presented in Table A4 , below, and discussed by Toplis & Carroll (1995) . Systems evolving parallel to the FMQ, buffer (open to oxygen) have been modelled by fixing the ferric-ferrous ratio of the melt phase to a constant value. For systems closed to oxygen the total abundance of ferric iron was fixed, and the final oxidation state of each crystallization interval iteratively adjusted until the compositions and the proportions of the crystalline phases satisfy the mass balance and element partitioning constraints of the model.
The model has been used to predict four endmember crystallization paths of haplobasalt SCI: (1) equilibrium crystallization parallel to the FMQ, buffer (open to oxygen); (2) fractional crystallization parallel to the FMQ, buffer; (3) equilibrium crystallization closed to oxygen; (4) fractional crystallization closed to oxygen. Calculations were performed at 05 logio/o, intervals for oxygen fugacities at the liquidus in the range FMQ,+1 to FMQ,-2.
RESULTS

Evolution parallel to the FMQ buffer: equilibrium crystallization
Comparison with experimental results
The first test of the model is to reproduce the experimentally determined equilibrium crystallization paths under conditions open to oxygen (Toplis & Carroll, 1995) . Although this is the data set used to constrain our calculations it should be noted that only silicate phase appearance and modal proportions are taken directly from the experimental results. The appearance of Fe-Ti oxides, and the compositional evolution of silicate minerals and liquid with decreasing temperature are not fixed by the input data to the model. The model reproduces experimental olivine compositions to within 1 mol % Fo, the plagioclases to within 2 mol % An, and Cpx to within 1 mol % En which are all typical of the errors on the experimentally determined values. The saturation temperatures of both the magnetiteulv6spinel and ilmenite-haematite solid solutions are predicted to within ±5°C of the experimentally determined values. Calculated and experimental liquid compositions as a function of temperature are also in good agreement, as shown in explained if the modal proportion of clinopyroxene is not constant, as imposed by the model, but increases slightly with decreasing temperature. Calculated ferric-iron contents of the total system (crystals + liquid) do not remain constant as crystallization proceeds parallel to the FMQ, buffer ( and the increased ferric-iron content of the bulk system requires oxygen gain.
Evolution parallel to the FMQ_ buffer: fractional crystallization
Crystal compositions
The modelled evolution of solid-phase compositions with decreasing temperature shows important differences between equilibrium and fractional crystallization (Fig. 5) . While olivine and plagioclase are alone on the liquidus the difference between equilibrium and fractional crystallization is small, but once clinopyroxene is stable the compositions of the solid phases diverge, with mineral compositions produced by fractional crystallization being more evolved than those produced by perfect equilibrium crystallization at a given temperature.
Liquid line of descent
Fractional and equilibrium crystallization along the FMQ, buffer result in very similar liquid lines of descent ( Fig. 6 ), although fractional crystallization yields a slightly greater iron enrichment and lower magnesium contents at a given temperature. The resulting change in the Fe/Mg ratio accounts for the divergence of the ferromagnesian mineral compositions with falling temperature even though liquid compositions are generally similar.
Evolution closed to oxygen: equilibrium crystallization
T-f Oi paths
Crystallization in a system closed to oxygen can yield large changes in the Fe 3+ /Fe 2+ of residual melts and thus T~-fo t paths will in general not remain parallel to the FMQ, buffer curve, which corresponds to approximately constant Fe 3+ /Fe 2+ in the melt (Sato, 1978; Carmichael & Ghiorso, 1986) . During the crystallization of silicates and ilmenite, ferric iron is enriched in the melt with respect to ferrous iron, and the AFMQ_ increases, as shown in Fig. 7 . Once magnetite begins to crystallize the T-/o, path changes to one of falling/ Ol as also observed by Osborn (1959) and Presnall (1966) in their work on haplobasaltic crystallization. crystallization in systems open and closed to oxygen are also similar ( Fig. 8) , although in the closed to oxygen case the peak in FeO* concentration is shifted to higher temperature and FeO* decreases less strongly after magnetite saturation. This is due to the earlier precipitation of magnetite caused by the increase in / o , during the early stages of differentiation, and lower abundance of magnetite in later stages of closed system crystallization.
Crystal compositions, and liquid lines of descent
Evolution closed to oxygen: fractional crystallization
T-t Ol paths
The T-fo t paths for fractional and equilibrium crystallization under conditions closed to oxygen are almost identical (Fig. 7) , the deviation being caused by the different total iron contents (FeO*) of the melts, even though the ferric-iron content is identical. 
Mineral compositions
The liquid line of descent
Only small differences are predicted in the liquid lines of descent for fractional and equilibrium crystallization under conditions closed to oxygen (Fig.  10) , similar to the case of evolution parallel to FMQ, Shi & Ldbourel (1991) have shown that equilibrium and fractional crystallization paths in the system CMAS + FeO are also almost identical (their fig.  11 ), and Hess et al. (1975) observed that the degree of fractional crystallization had very Little effect on the experimentally determined liquid line of descent of an iron-rich lunar basalt composition. These results suggest that ferro-basaltic liquids follow similar paths regardless of the degree of fractional crystallization, which may explain the relative success of experimental studies in reproducing naturally observed liquid lines of descent, even though many experiments approach equilibrium crystallization conditions, whereas natural systems are likely to evolve by some imperfect fractional crystallization.
Modal proportion of Fe-Ti oxides
The saturation temperature and crystallizing proportion of the Fe-Ti oxides have large effects on iron and silica enrichment in crystallizing magmas. The experimental observation that the ferric-iron content of magnetite-saturated melts is an approximately /o.-independent function of temperature (Toplis & Carroll, 1995) is used in the model to calculate the Closed to O 2 , FMQ proportion of magnetite over each crystallization interval. The model predicts that for fractional crystallization parallel to the FMQ, buffer the initial cotectic proportion of magnetite is on the order of 40-45 wt% of the crystallizing solids at all/ Ol (Fig.  lla) . With decreasing temperature the cotectic proportion of magnetite falls, with the sharpest decrease observed at lower fo t -A large initial crystallizing proportion of magnetite was inferred from the experimental results of Toplis & Carroll (1995) , and is also supported by a number of other lines of evidence. Hill & Roeder (1974) carried out crystallization experiments on two basaltic compositions over a large range of/ 0l , and noted that 'there is always a rapid increase in the modal amount (of spinel) over a consistent narrow zone of f(o,)t emperature conditions ... in the vicinity of the spinel liquidus'. Furthermore, Carmichael (1967) observed large numbers of Fe-Ti oxide phenocrysts after the saturation of magnetite in the rocks of the Thingmuli volcanic series, a feature which was also predicted for the Thingmuli tholciites by the Gibbs a) energy minimization model of Ghiorso & Carmichael (1985) . Our model predicts the relative modal proportion of magnetite in a system closed to oxygen to be greatest at magnetite saturation ( Fig. lib) , subsequently falling with decreasing temperature. In this respect, it is similar to evolution parallel to the FMQ, buffer (see Fig. lla) . However, the proportion of magnetite produced in a system closed to oxygen is predicted to be less than that produced during evolution parallel to the FMQ, buffer. Furthermore, at a given temperature the proportion of magnetite is of a similar magnitude at all _/o,> in constrast to systems open to oxygen. With decreasing initial _/o, magnetite saturates at lower temperature, and has has a lower initial crystallizing proportion. Ilmenite is predicted to stop crystallizing when magnetite appears on the liquidus in a system evolving parallel to FMQ, In contrast, ilmenite is predicted to constitute a relatively constant proportion of the mineral mode in systems closed to oxygen once magnetite is on the liquidus (e.g. Fig. 13a, below) .
\f aximum. iron enrichment and covariation of iron and silica in the melt
A comparison of the covariation of FeO* and SiOj produced during fractional and equilibrium crystallization open to oxygen shows that iron enrichments are ~1 wt% FeO* greater for fractional crystallization, but that the trends of FeO* vs SiO 2 are parallel once magnetite is a stable phase (Fig. 12a) . On the other hand, systems evolving open and closed to oxygen show contrasting covariations of iron and silica (Fig. 12b) . Before the saturation of magnetite the crystallization paths are very similar, but after this iron depletion is much less pronounced for the case of a system closed to oxygen.
The sharp depletion in iron and enrichment in silica of the melt phase in systems open to oxygen may be related to the large initial crystallizing proportion of magnetite, which is independent of /o, (Fig. lla) . Systems closed to oxygen crystallize a much smaller proportion of magnetite, especially at lower _/o, (Fig-lib) . Maximum iron enrichments of the melt phase may therefore be expected for fractional crystallization in a system closed to oxygen at low _/o,-The greatest level of iron enrichment predicted by this model is 20 wt% FeO*, for fractional crystallization at FMO_-2, a conclusion consistent with the observation that the most iron-rich terrestrial basaltic glasses contain <20 wt% FeO* (Brooks et al., 1991) . 
Modal proportions, and compositions of liquids and coexisting bulk solids
Equilibrium and fractional crystallization lead to very different relative modal proportions of the crystalline phases. For example, when a new phase appears on the liquidus during perfect fractional crystallization it does so in its cotectic proportion (Fig. 13a) Temperature (°C) on the liquidus during equilibrium crystallization its relative proportion is much lower than its cotectic proportion because the new phase coexists with earlier formed minerals (Fig. 13b) . The composition of the bulk solid controls the compositional evolution of the liquid [equation (2)], but the relation between the composition of the liquid and that of the coexisting bulk solid is very different for perfect fractional and perfect equilibrium crystallization.
Owing to the variation of relative modal proportions of crystalline phases during perfect fractional crystallization (Fig. 13a) , a given component in the coexisting bulk solid varies with falling temperature (Figs 14a-d) by either (1) a continuous variation caused by changes in mineral chemistry for a fixed phase assemblage (e.g. the variation of FeO* for the assemblages Ol + Plag or Ol + Plag+Cpx), or (2) a discontinuous variation caused by a change in the stable phase assemblage (e.g. the variation of CaO when Cpx becomes a liquidus phase). During perfect fractional crystallization the compositional evolution of the liquid is controlled only by the composition of the coexisting solids. For example, the appearance of magnetite causes a large discontinuous increase in the FeO* content of the bulk solid (which was poorer, but becomes richer in FeO* than the coexisting liquid), leading to a change from iron enrichment to iron depletion in the liquid. Similarly, the onset of magnetite crystallization greatly reduces the silica content of the bulk solid, causing a rapid increase in the SiO 2 content of the liquid. It should be noted that only in the case of perfect fractional crystallization may the composition of a single bulk solid be used to calculate die compositional evolution of the coexisting liquid.
During perfect equilibrium crystallization the bulk solid contains crystals which were not formed during limited crystallization intervals (Fig. 13b) , thus no discontinuous breaks in the composition of the coexisting bulk solid are observed, and the compositional variation of the liquid with falling temperature may no longer be simply related to the compositional variation of the bulk solid (Figs 14e-h ). For example, the appearance of magnetite causes a peak in the FeO* content of the liquid, but the FeO* content of the bulk solid does not become greater than that of the liquid at that point (compare the case for fractional crystallization above). In the case of equilibrium crystallization, both the initial and final bulk solid compositions over a defined crystallization interval must be known before the compositional evolution of the liquid can be calculated. It is clear that if bulk solids which are the products of an imperfect fractional crystallization are used to estimate the compositional evolution of the liquid by assuming perfect fractional crystallization then erroneous liquid lines of descent will be calculated. This is important because mass balance calculations used to estimate the liquid lines of descent for layered intrusions (e.g. Skaergaard, Kiglapait) rely heavily on the assumption that cumulates arc the products of perfect fractional crystallization.
IMPLICATIONS FOR FERRO-BASALTS AND GABBROS
T-fo t paths of natural magmas: open or closed to oxygen?
The T-fo 7 paths of natural magmas have been estimated using a number of techniques, the most reliable of which are (1) the use of mineral equilibria such as magnetite-ilmenite pairs (e.g. Buddington & Lindsley, 1964) , and (2) the use of ferric-ferrous ratios of melt quenched to glass (e.g. Carmichael & Ghiorso, 1986) . Most estimates based on mineral equilibria are restricted to relatively evolved, multiply saturated magmas, thus the early stages of differentiation are often poorly constrained. The use of ferric-ferrous ratios has traditionally been applied only to fresh rapidly quenched glasses, as plutonic rocks may experience complex low-temperature redox re-equilibration (Frost & Lindsley, 1992) . Two-oxide thermometry (Carmichael, 1967) , and Ca-QUIIF equilibria (Frost & Lindsley, 1992) indicate that the Thingmuli volcanic suite from Iceland evolved along a T-f o , path parallel to and slightly below the FMQ, buffer curve, implying evolution open to oxygen. A similar conclusion of evolution parallel to the FMQ buffer has been inferred for Hawaiian volcanics based on two-oxide thermometry (Anderson & Wright, 1972) . The available evidence thus suggests that the large-volume tholeiitdc volcanism on both Iceland and Hawaii may involve magma evolution under conditions open to oxygen. The T-fo, paths of mid-ocean ridge basalt (MORB) glasses, estimated from measured ferricferrous ratios (Byers it al., 1984; Christie it al., 1986) show that the most primitive MORBs may be relatively reduced (~FMQ-2) but oxidation accompanying differentiation yields oxidation states of FMQ to FMQ+ 1 at Fe-Ti oxide saturation. This behaviour is consistent with crystallization of a system closed to oxygen, although as discussed by Juster et al. (1989) , assimilation of country rocks could produce a similar trend.
paths for the Skaergaard intrusion calculated from mineral equilibria are all in broad agreement (Williams, 1971; Morse it al., 1980; Frost & Lindsley, 1992) . These data suggest that magnetite saturation occurred when magma/o, was slightly above the FMQ buffer, but further cooling and crystallization was accompanied by a decrease in/ Oj relative to the FMQ buffer, reaching FMQ-2 in the most evolved rocks from the Sandwich Horizon (Frost it al., 1988) . Intrinsic/ o , measurements suggesting much lower oxygen fugacities (Sato & Valenza, 1980) are inconsistent with the observed stable mineral assemblage (Frost & Lindsley, 1992) , and the reliability of the method has been questioned. Comparison of estimates of the 7"-/ o , path of the Skaergaard intrusion (Williams, 1971; *McBirncy & Naslund, 1990 ) with that which we calculate for fractional crystallization of SCI closed to oxygen (Fig. 15) shows that after the appearance of Fe-Ti oxides (LZc of Skaergaard), (Morse, 1981) shows the same general trend of decreasing /o, once Fe-Ti oxides appear on the liquidus, although the decrease with falling temperature is not as great as that inferred for Skaergaard. The T-fo, path of the Newark Island layered intrusion, Labrador, has also been estimated, by Snyder it al. (1993) . Those workers used a qualitative comparison of the ratio of magnetite to ilmenite observed in the intrusion (cumulus + intercumulus) to that produced by the equilibrium crystallization of a suitable starting composition over an appropriate range of/o,, and concluded that precipitation of cumulus magnetite leads to a decrease of AFMQ with falling temperature. Although the conclusion is reasonable, it is inappropriate to use phase proportions estimated from equilibrium crystallization experiments to make inferences about complex cumulus processes which were probably dominated by fractional crystallization along unknown T-f o , paths. Nevertheless, the results of our modelling indicate that Fe-Ti oxide saturation during fractional crystallization under conditions closed to oxygen yields a relatively constant proportion of ilmenite and a decreasing proportion of magnetite as temperature decreases (Fig. 13a) , producing a variation in the ratio magnetite/ilmenite consistent with that observed at Newark Island. These observations suggest that many plutonic magmas may evolve under conditions approaching the closed to oxygen case, in contrast to the more open behaviour indicated by volcanic paragcnescs showing T-f Ot paths subparallel to the FMQ, buffer.
Efficiency of crystal removal in solidifying plutons
Plutonic rocks with bulk compositions far removed from those of erupted materials provide compelling evidence that crystal fractionation occurs in many magmas. However, the phenocrysts found in nearly all volcanics show that melts are not completely cleared of crystals as cumulates form. The contrasting crystal proportions formed during perfect equilibrium and perfect fractional crystallization (Figs 13a and b) can be used as indices of the efficiency of crystal removal. Morse (1979 Morse ( , 1981 gave a detailed account of the variation of mineral proportions as a function of weight percent solidified (PCS) for the troctolite-gabbro-fcrrogabbro cumulates of the Kiglapait intrusion, shown in Fig. 16 . The variations of crystal proportions with stratigraphic height (in particular, pyroxene and the Fe-Ti oxides) are not what one would expect for perfect fractional crystallization (compare Fig. 13a ). Morse (1979) attributed these variations to suppressed nucleation followed by supersaturation and overproduction, but an alternative interpretation is that they simply reflect inefficient crystal fractionation. Evidence for a degree of equilibrium crystallization is provided by variations in plagiodase composition at a given stratigraphic level, because, in the case of the Kiglapait intrusion, plagiodase will not be able to re-equilibrate on the timescale of cooling of the intrusion (Morse, 1984) . At 80 PCS plagiodase crystals have a range of ~ 5 mol % anorthite around an average value of ~An 55 (Morse, 1979 (Morse, , 1981 . By analogy with the experimental results of Toplis & Carroll (1995) , such a range of values is consistent with plagioclases which crystallized over a 20°C temperature interval. Imperfect fractional crystallization of magma containing minerals which crystallized over a 20°C range of temperature would explain the low initial proportion and gradual appearance of both pyroxene and Fe-Ti oxides (compare Fig. 13b ). The decrease in olivine proportion during the interval 80-89 PCS would suggest that olivine was not a crystallizing liquidus phase at this time, and the subsequent increase in its abundance would signal its reappearance on the liquidus (analogous to the Middle Zone of the Skaergaard intrusion). The fact that the decrease in pyroxene abundance at 89 PCS coincides with the return of olivine as a liquidus phase is consistent with a decrease in the cotectic proportion of pyroxene when olivine reappears on the liquidus. Similarly, the declining abundance of Fe-Ti oxides after 91 PCS may be due to a progressive decrease in their cotectic proportion with falling temperature, as suggested by the modelling presented in this paper (Fig. 13a) . At 95 PCS the appearance of apatite does not show a gradual rise in abundance, suggesting a more efficient crystal fractionation at this level.
At the Skaergaard intrusion, Wager & Brown (1967) reported that 'there are certain abrupt entrances and exits of minerals', suggesting a close approach to perfect fractional crystallization. However, McBirney (1989) noted that the disappearance of olivine at the base of the MZ, and its reappearance at the base of the UZ cannot be sharply defined, and that 'scattered large crystals of olivine persist well into the interior of the zone', a feature which suggests less than perfect fractionation at Skaergaard.
The effiriency of crystal removal during cumulate formation has been considered by Sparks et al. (1993) , who proposed that the formation of modal layering in basic intrusions is caused by crystals reaching a critical concentration in the melt, at which point convection is no longer able to keep them suspended, leaving the magma clear of crystals. Estimated values of the critical concentration arẽ 001 wt%, implying that fractionation should be very effident. The poor development of modal layering at the Kiglapait intrusion (Morse, 1979) may imply that cumulates formed via in situ boundary-layer crystallization rather than crystal settling.
A comparison of predicted bulk solids and natural cumulates
An important comparison to make is between the compositions of the predicted bulk solids from our model for SCI crystallization and those of natural gabbroic and ferro-gabbroic cumulates. In light of the evidence from inferred T-/ Oi paths that at least some plutonic systems crystallize under conditions approaching the closed to oxygen case, predicted bulk solids for systems closed to oxygen will be compared with data from gabbroic intrusions. Although the compositions of the crystalline products of perfect equilibrium crystallization cannot be compared with those of real rocks (other than at the solidus), and perfect fractional crystallization is a mathematical construction which is rarely, if ever, achieved in nature, we consider that natural magmas are bracketed by these two end-member cases.
The phase relations of SCI are consistent with those of the Skaergaard intrusion as discussed above, with which the model will be compared. (It should be noted that McBirney (1989) and McBirney & Naslund (1990) clearly stated that pigeonite is not a cumulus phase at the Skaergaard intrusion, so absence of pigeonite in our model does not compromise the interpretation. As shown by Toplis et al. (1994) , stabilization of pigeonite as an intercumulus phase may be caused by enrichment of intercumulus liquids in phosphorus.) The prevalence of modally layered rocks at the Skaergaard intrusion makes assessment of 'average' compositions somewhat difficult, but McBirney (1989) reported values of the average compositions of each subzone based on an analysed sample set large enough to be representative of the average rock on this scale. Comparison of these average Skaergaard compositions with those predicted for fractional crystallization in a system closed to oxygen are in broad agreement (Fig. 17) , showing that realistic cumulate compositions can be calculated from our experimental data and parameterization.
Compositions of the cumulates of the Kiglapait intrusion (Morse, 1981) provide an additional example with which to compare modelled bulk solid compositions. The variation of SiC>2 of the Kiglapait rocks (Fig. 18a) clearly defines a crystallization path intermediate between that predicted for perfect fractional and perfect equilibrium crystallization. The variation of the FeO* content of the bulk solid (Fig. 18b) is also broadly consistent with an evolution intermediate between that of perfect fractional and perfect equilibrium crystallization, supporting the contention that these rocks formed by an imperfect fractional crystallization process.
Differences between natural and modelled compositions may be expected owing to a component of trapped interstitial melt as well as post-cumulus redistribution of certain elements in the natural environment. However, it is clear that the modelled cumulate compositions can help to provide insights into the processes associated with the formation of natural cumulates.
The liquid lines of descent of natural systems
Suites of glasses
The results of the modelling presented above show that the variation in concentration of many of the melt components with falling temperature is very similar for the four end-member modes of crystallization considered. An important exception is the covariation of iron and silica in the melt, which is characteristically different for melts evolving under conditions open and closed to oxygen (Fig. 12b) . A comparison of melt compositions for suites of volcanic glasses from Iceland (Carmichael, 1964) , and the Loch Ba ring dyke, Mull (Sparks, 1988) with the results of the model presented above shows that the trends for these natural suites closely parallel those predicted for evolution open to oxygen (Fig. 19a) , which is also consistent with the inferred T-fo t paths of these magmas. The higher FeO* contents of the lavas from the Loch Ba ring dyke compared with Icelandic rocks may be due to crystallization at lower/ Ot .
The covariation of iron and silica in the glasses from Iceland or Loch Ba are typical of large-volume extrusive magmatism, and natural volcanic series which show alternative variations of these components are rare. The cone sheets from Centre 3 in Mull (Thomson, 1986 ) provide one such example (Fig. 19b) , with a trend of compositional evolution suggestive of crystallization under conditions closed to oxygen. The cone sheets are small-volume intrusions, and may represent liquids expelled from a coexisting magma chamber where cumulates were forming. If this interpretation is correct, it provides further evidence that plutonic magma bodies are more likely to evolve under conditions relatively closed to oxygen. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the Centre 3 cone sheets from Mull were formed during the same period of igneous activity which terminated in the formation of the Loch Ba ring dyke. Thus is may be inferred that the early evolution of Centre 3 was characterized by formation of low-volume intrusive magmas (and presumably cumulates at depth) evolving under conditions closed to oxygen, whereas the latest stage was characterized by a much larger volume of volcanic products produced by evolution in a system more open to oxygen. Systems open and closed to oxygen may thus be closely associated, both spatially and temporally.
Inferred by mass balance
In the absence of preserved magmatic liquids from plutonic environments, estimations of liquid lines of descent for these environments have relied on mass balance arguments involving incremental subtraction of observed cumulate compositions from a proposed initial bulk composition. The liquid lines of descent of the Kiglapait intrusion (Morse, 1981) , the Skaergaard intrusion (Wager, 1960; Wager & Brown, 1967) and the Basistoppen sill, East Greenland (Naslund, 1989) have been calculated in this way. These intrusions all consist of a continuous series of cumulates which range in composition to magnesium-free end-member mafic phases, and very sodic plagioclases (~An2o~An3o) at the highest stratigraphic levels. The Kiglapait intrusion is the largest of the three examples, with a volume of ~3500 km 3 . The compositions of the calculated liquids and observed bulk solids for this intrusion (Morse, 1981) and the predictions of the model presented in this study for fractional crystallization of a system closed to oxygen are shown in Fig. 20a . The calculations of Morse (1981) imply that magnetite crystallization does not terminate iron enrichment of the liquid phase, and that the maximum iron enrichment is ~22 wt% FeO* at ~43 wt% SiO 2 ; this behaviour is at odds with all of the liquid lines of descent predicted by the model presented here. If the observed cumulates were produced by in situ crystallization, it is possible that the boundary layer contained very evolved liquids, as suggested and quantitatively modelled by Langmuir (1989) . However, the need for evolved boundary-layer melts at the Kiglapait intrusion has been questioned by recent Rayleigh fractionation modelling (Morse, 1996) . This latest study also shows that the composition of the summation liquid (Morse, 1981) is inconsistent with known constraints on olivine-melt equilibria, and the validity of this summation liquid has been questioned. If the cumulates are not the products of perfect fractional crystallization (e.g. see Fig. 16 ), this may in part explain the failure of rock summation to reproduce the real liquid line of descent. The Skaergaard intrusion, with an estimated volume of ~300 km 3 , is considerably smaller than the Kiglapait intrusion. The calculated liquid evolution for Skaergaard (Wager & Brown, 1967 ) also shows continued iron enrichment after the appearance of magnetite, again in contradiction to any of the liquid lines of descent calculated using the model presented here (Fig. 20b ). This discrepancy occurs despite: (a) the modelled composition being proposed as a possible parental composition to the exposed portion of the Skaergaard (SCI =dyke C; Brooks & Nielsen, 1978) ; (b) the model predicting a realistic T~fo x path ( Fi g-15 ); ( c ) ^e model predicting realistic cumulate mineralogy and compositions (Fig. 17) . This inconsistency supports suggestions (e.g. Hunter & Sparks, 1987 ) that the calculations for the liquid evolution of Skaergaard may be flawed by (1) an incorrect choice of starting composition, (2) erroneous relative volumes of the zones used in the mass balance calculations, or (3) venting of a significant volume of silicic differentiates after the formation of the highest exposed levels of the intrusion.
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The Basistoppen sill, described by Naslund (1989) , is much smaller (~6 km 3 ) and much better constrained than either the Skaergaard or the Kiglapait intrusion. Naslund (1989) (Naslund, 1989 ) is entirely consistent with the modelled liquid evolution for fractional crystallization in a system closed to oxygen (Fig. 20c) . If the calculated liquid trend of Wager & Brown (1967) for the Skaergaard intrusion is real, then some factor or process which has not been taken into account in the modelling must have affected the compositional evolution of the residual liquids. The results of our modelling are strictly valid only for the composition SCI crystallizing under anhydrous conditions at atmospheric pressure. In addition, SCI does not contain any of the trace elements (most notably sulphur), or the minor elements manganese or phosphorus which may have an effect on the liquid line of descent (Toplis et al., 1994) . If the inferred liquid line of descent is real, a compositional difference may be the source of the discrepancy with the model. However, the good agreement of the liquid line of descent modelled here with that inferred from the cumulates of the Basistoppen sill, and the compositional similarity of the cumulates of the Basistoppen sill with those of the Skaergaard intrusion suggests that compositional factors are unlikely to be responsible for the large deviation between our modelled liquid lines of descent and that inferred from the cumulates of the Skacrgaard intrusion.
The evolution of plutonic vs volcanic environments
The results of this study suggest that the magmas in many volcanic environments evolve open to oxygen, whereas those which have yielded some of the best studied layered intrusions evolved under conditions closer to the closed to oxygen case. Volcanic environments such as those at Hawaii or mid-ocean ridges, are characterized by large magma fluxes through them, with frequent replenishment and mixing between more evolved and more primitive compositions; these factors make it difficult to envisage magmatic conditions which could be characterized as being closed to oxygen. Plutonic bodies which represent a single magma injection, followed by cooling and crystallization of this magma at depth, provide much better candidates for systems capable of evolving under closed conditions. The lack of replenishment in the Skaergaard case may explain its similarity to our predictions for a system closed to oxygen. Similar closed to oxygen magma bodies may develop in active volcanic areas where, owing to the vagaries of magma plumbing systems, a volume of magma becomes 'trapped' in a chamber and remains there, cooling and crystallizing without new magma input or mass loss owing to eruption. Such bodies are only uncovered long after active volcanism has ceased and erosion has exposed them.
CONCLUSIONS
Experimental constraints from Toplis & Carroll (1995) have been used to model equilibrium and fractional crystallization of a single ferro-basaltic composition in a range of fo t from FMQ_+ 1 to FMQ,-2, under conditions open and closed to oxygen. Modelled liquid lines of descent for perfect equilibrium and perfect fractional crystallization are very similar. For all the modelled conditions magnetite saturation terminates iron enrichment and initiates silica enrichment of the melt phase, although important differences exist between the evolution of systems open and closed to oxygen. More magnetite crystallizes in a system open to oxygen, and this leads to a large decrease in the iron content of the liquid and a large increase in the silica concentration with decreasing temperature. In comparison, magnetite saturation in systems closed to oxygen leads to less iron depletion but a similar silica enrichment. This difference is due to the dominance of magnetite as an Fe-Ti oxide phase during open system processes, and the increased importance of ilmenite in closed system processes.
The maximum iron enrichment of the melt phase predicted by this modelling is ~20 wt% FeO*, consistent with maximum enrichments reported for volcanic glasses (Brooks et al., 1991) . A comparison" of the predicted T-f Ot paths and liquid lines' of descent with those inferred from natural systems suggests that large-scale volcanic centres, such as Iceland, Hawaii and the Loch Ba ring dyke evolved under conditions open to oxygen. The case for MORB is less clear. In contrast, the evidence from some plutonic environments (e.g. Skaergaard, Kiglapait and Newark Island layered intrusion) suggests that these environments evolved under conditions more closed to oxygen.
Crystal modal abundances and bulk-rock compositions from the Kiglapait intrusion are consistent with inefficient crystal fractionation. In contrast, evidence from the Skaergaard intrusion is consistent with a close approach to perfect fractional crystallization. The results of the modelling are particularly relevant to the crystallization of the Skaergaard intrusion, because the modelled composition has been proposed as a possible parental composition. The modelling predicts a variation of oxygen fugacity with falling temperature which is in good agreement with that inferred from the natural cumulates. Furthermore, predicted bulk solid (cumulate) compositions agree well with bulk-rock compositions from Skaergaard. However, none of the predicted liquid paths are consistent with the liquid line of descent calculated for the Skaergaard intrusion (Wager & Brown, 1976) . Several compositional factors were not taken into account in the model (i.e. water and phosphorus) which may explain the discrepancy. However, the cumulates of the smaller and better constrained Basistoppen sill (which closely resemble those of the Skaergaard intrusion) may be used to calculate a liquid line of descent in agreement with that predicted by the model for fractional crystallization closed to oxygen.
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APPENDIX
The model considers crystallization of composition SCI (Table Al) in fixed increments of \% which are converted to temperatures using the third-order polynomial shown in Table A2 , obtained from the experimentally determined wt % crystallized as a function of temperature (Toplis & Carroll, 1995) , which was found to be independent (±5°C) of/o,. The constraints used for phase saturation and crystallizing proportions, based on the experimental results of Toplis & Carroll (1995) , arc shown in Table A2 Table A5 . The compositions of the Fe-Ti oxides are a function of foj their major element chemistries calibrated from the data of Toplis & Carroll (1995) are also shown in Table A5 . Composition taken from Toplis & Carroll (1995) . FeO*, all iron as FeO. 'Values apply to equilibrium crystallization where crystals of olivine are present but resorbing. tValues apply to fractional crystallization where olivine is not present CThe proportion of magnetite is allowed to vary until the ferric iron content of the residual melt lies on the magnetite 'saturation curve'. Proportions are then normalized to 100. This equation represents the ferric-ferrous ratio of SC1 as a function of fo, at 1120°C calculated using Kilinc etal. (1983) . This equation was used for all subsequent melts. The compositional dependence of the ferric-ferrous ratio of the modelled melts [estimated using Kilinc etal. (1983) ] is < 10% (relative).
